Emergence of the brain-stem auditory evoked potential in the premature lamb.
Brain-stem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs) were elicited by bone conducted stimuli in the very immature lamb following delivery, wherein liquid ventilation techniques were utilized to control cardiopulmonary and acid-base conditions, independent of umbilical-placenta support. Unlike previous studies of the in utero fetal lamb in which the BAEP could not be elicited by earphone delivered stimuli until 117 days gestation, our results demonstrate that the BAEP emerges at least as early as 106 days gestation in the lamb and consists of a full complement of readily discernible and reproducible wave forms. In addition, the results demonstrate substantial maturation of the BAEP from 106 to 122 days gestation during which time there is a significant decrease in absolute and interpeak latencies with an increase in developmental age. It is concluded that the ability to elicit the BAEP utilizing bone conduction at this early stage of gestation is related to improved stimuli delivery. Furthermore, this study demonstrates the feasibility and flexibility afforded by liquid ventilation and bone conduction BAEP techniques to study brain-stem function at particularly vulnerable stages of development.